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Molloy Fashion Show 2019: Dress For Success
by Diana Maneri ‘19 and Sarah Doyle ‘19

For years, there has been a stigma around Fashion confidence. This is not a beauty pageant. This is a lesson quotes, bookmarks, mugs, etc, all following the theme of
Shows and their objectification of women. However, in self-confidence, self-esteem and professionalism.” empowerment. Even the tables will be named for the
the organizers of the Women at Work Panel are Instead of a swimsuit competition, these categories myriad of empowered women throughout history, and
revolutionizing this idea on March 24th at The
facts on these women will be displayed during the
New Hyde Inn with Molloy’s first Fashion Show.
fashion show.
G.E.R.L.L Club members Diana Maneri and
To get in on the action yourself, tickets are
Sarah Doyle asked Ms. Kobinski and Ms. Henning
available for purchase on Molloy’s website under
questions regarding this upcoming event. We
“Latest News.” According to Ms. Kobinski
inquired about the purpose of this event, and
, the brunch will include “great food, great
Ms. Kobinski informed us that the money raised
entertainment, both male and female known faces
will go toward Girls Leadership Scholarships for
walking down the runway and great company.”
incoming female Stanners. Ms. Henning explained
Ms. Henning informed us that a Make Your Own
that “A Girls Leadership Scholarship will ensure
Sundae Bar, a DJ, a 50/50 raffle, a silent auction,
that our female students will be recognized as
and over 100 gift baskets will be featured during
leaders of the future. The candidates who are
the event.
chosen will not only receive a scholarship, but will
With all the improvements that have been taking
be mentored by a female administrator, guidance
place over the years in terms of the respect and
counselor and teacher. The candidates will also
recognition women receive in our society, it’s about
be mentored by Molloy alumni. This scholarship Mr. Penikas, Isabella Fazio ‘19, Nicole Khrimian ‘19,
time the idea of a fashion show is revolutionized.
breaks new ground for Molloy. It will be the only Diana Maneri ‘19, Lauren Klein ‘19, and Sarah Doyle ‘19.
This show embraces the idea that women are much
such scholarship program in the Brooklyn/Queens Photo by Mr. Sommo ‘03.
more than their outer appearance, and celebrates
Diocese and the Rockville Centre Diocese.”
true beauty: the success of powerful women.
The most pressing question many have regarding emphasize that women are more than just their outside
the show is how will it differ from the stereotypes that appearance, and teach women to embrace both their
encompass typical fashion shows. Ms. Kobinski said it inner and outer qualities, and how to put themselves out
best, telling Diana that there is nothing wrong with being into the world with confidence.
Do you like the pink t-shirts you see on
a “smart, strong woman who likes to look good. Not only
One of the most wonderful aspects of this upcoming
our front page? You can buy one for
will this show highlight fashion, but the accomplishments event is the communal effort put into its creation. A group
of our students and faculty.” The theme for the fashion of female leaders right here at Molloy are spearheading
$20 and support the Fashion Show at
show is “Dress for Success.” Ms. Henning explained “Our the show, but various clubs will be participating in making
the same time! See Ms. McCabe in the
goal is to show our students the appropriate way to dress themed gift baskets for the tables. The G.E.R.L.L club in
Guidance Office for more information.
for college and job interviews and to dress with style and particular will be sponsoring a basket that includes books,

T-Shirts!

Meet The Student Advisory Board
Molloy’s Instagram, the Walk-With tribute, the
new school uniforms…What do all of these have in
common? These ideas have sprung from the Student
Advisory Board, started just last year. Molloy’s Instagram
now with over 2,500 followers has been a major success
in interacting with the Molloy community, most recently
making use of Instagram polls. In the most recent poll,
students voted on what topics they would like to see
covered in future Stanner issues. The Walk-With tribute
emerged from the students’ desire to take action. The
Student Advisory Board worked with the administration
who organized the Walk-With into an event. “Our switch
to new uniforms was also heavily influenced by student
feedback from the board,” said Mr. Penikas. “Our goal
was to give students more comfortable options while
maintaining the current level of affordability and style.”
With all of the previous successes of the Student
Advisory Board, the question that now comes to mind
is; what’s next for the Student Advisory Board’s agenda?
According to data presented in pie charts compiled
by Layla Guthrie ‘21 and Mr. Sheehan, in the reading
lists for each grade level over the past years, only 17
Black authors, 10 Latino/a authors, and 8 Asian authors
appeared in comparison to 192 White authors. Mr.
Penikas said that one of the hot topics on the table at
the most recent meeting was increasing the diversity of
authors used across the English curriculum. He said, “I
think this is a great idea that we will look to act on in the
near future.”
There are ideas that are still a work in progress, such
as the idea of allowing students to bring water bottles
to class. The administration still argues that although
hydration is important, spilled water can be a safety

hazard, and the presence of the water fountains
should help ease this issue. However, even with
more modern water fountains that spout cooler
water, can a few sips from a water fountain really
be more effective than a water bottle?
The idea of legacy admissions is also being
explored. On this topic, the students on the
board are split. According to the last meeting’s
notes, some felt it was unfair, saying if students
are not admitted to the school by the virtue of
their grades, they shouldn’t be accepted. On the
contrary, other students said financially this could
be disadvantageous to Molloy; parents might
withdraw their children’s siblings currently in
the school and refrain from alumni donations.
In addition, the notes indicated that these legacy
students could have an upper hand in success
due to the fact that they know someone who is
familiar with the school. Some questions raised
were: could these students be given priority on the
wait list, should interviews be required? Both the idea
of bringing water bottles to class as well as the idea of
admitting students based on legacy are still in discussion.
Some students say that the Student Advisory Board is
not fully representative of the Molloy student body and
their ideas. The question of even more active student
involvement remains. Could students take online surveys?
Could town-hall like meetings where everyone can join
be conducted? Mr. Penikas said that although these are
valid points, “There is no way to make everyone happy
and I am quite happy with the quality and thoughtfulness
exhibited by the students on the advisory board”. With
the opening of the voting to nominate anyone for the

by Juliana Giacone ‘19, Associate Editor

student advisory board, Mr. Penikas was delighted to see
that sophomores were included this year. Although he
believes there is no “perfect” solution, ideas regarding
the best way to form the board remain in consideration.

Pictured Back Row: Geraldine Ciaccio ‘19,
Christopher Depasquale ‘20, Diana Maneri ‘19,
Nicholas Discala ‘19, Shane O’Brien ‘20, John
Loeffel ‘19, Anthony Autera ‘19. Front Row:
Layla Guthrie ‘21, Nayasha Ramnauth ‘21,
Kaaya Withanachchi ‘20, Isabella Fazio ‘19. Not
Pictured: Najah Lorde ‘19, Sarah Quispe ‘19.
Photo by Mr. Sommo ‘03.

Nickname, NickShame: What Students Call Teachers
by Lauren Klein ‘19, Editor-in-Chief

There’s an undeniable difference in the way
we treat certain teachers. Some teachers you
wave, smile, and ask how their day is; some you
give them a high five and ask what’s up. Other
teachers you may not greet at all, an awkward
tight-mouthed smile at most. Either way, we as
students see the same faces everyday, and bonds
form. A question has come up, is calling teachers
by a nickname appropriate or unprofessional?
I talked to some of Molloy’s most prominent
faces to find out.
First went to the people who seem to know
their teachers best: Stanners! An Instagram poll
revealed that 10%, or 55 votes say nicknaming
teachers is, “Not Cool!” And 90%, 479 votes say
calling a teacher by something other than their
formal name is, “No Biggie!” or no big deal.
You can say there’s an overwhelming difference
in opinion. Of course, this audience might be
biased, so to gather more information I went to
the teachers themselves.
Mr. Dougherty, widely known as “Doc,”
offered some comment as he is one of the most
well known faculty members at Molloy. “I don’t
think it’s unprofessional, and I don’t think it’s
inappropriate. I think first names are too close.
It’s not like I’m being called Chris, I would never
allow a kid to call me Chris. There’s a nuance
here, I’m not getting into every nickname, but I
think nicknames that are parts of last names are
fine,” says Doc.
However, Doc holds a very special position
as a guidance counselor rather than the classic
classroom teacher. His job is to be a source
of support for kids struggling, the student
feeling comfortable and at ease is essential
to that task. “As a guidance counselor you

learn personal information and details about
students, you inherentin your job description is
getting close with students. I feel I am excellent
with boundaries, I’m not excellent with time
management,” Mr. Dougherty laughs at this
well known fact. “I know where things stop. I
don’t connect on social media with a student
until they graduate. I would never give my cell
phone number out until they graduate, or in that
case I don’t always give it out. So I feel that my
boundaries are clear.”
On the other hand, Mr. DeSarno, strictly
known as Mr. DeSarno, held an opposing view.
“I have been called Mr. D and once in awhile
just DeSarno but that’s it. I have no idea what
people call me behind my back,” he laughs out
loud, “I prefer Mr. DeSarno, but Mr. D is okay
once in awhile.”
Mr. DeSarno is strong-willed in his stance
against alternative names for teachers. “I feel
that in a school setting there must be a distance,
for a lack of a better term, between the students
and the teacher. Students should understand
how they should properly address adults. The
teacher is an authority figure, young people need
to learn how to deal with authority figures. For
better or for worse there will always be someone
who has authority over them… I think it’s
important that students realize that it’s an adultminor relationship. These relationships change
as students get older and become graduates. I
would add that many students [graduates] that I
have taught now call me by my first name.”
Doc responded to this logic by further
explaining his role within the school. “Some
people may argue that as a teacher, you’re not
the kids friend. I’m not the kids friend, despite

the friendless of the job, we are not technically
friends, we’re not hanging out, not grabbing
a beer. A counselor is not sharing their most
intimate details. They can share as it pertains, but
a counselor does not talk about their personal
life. That argument that holds no weight.”
“It is not my place to tell another teacher
what works best for them in their classroom.”
Mr. DeSarno adds. While Mr. Kilkelly, or KK
as most call him, is nonchalant in this debate of
whether his alternative name is unprofessional or
not, he holds a similar opinion to Mr. DeSarno
in respect to teachers preferences. “I don’t tell
them [teachers] what to do, they don’t tell me
what to do. That’s best. No matter what anyone
says, every single person who is employed at
Molloy shapes and bends the rules to suit their
needs and personalities to some degree,” KK
tells me.
There is no right answer. It all comes down to
personal preference, of the teacher of course.
It’s the debate of whether a sort of friendship
should be allowed between teacher and student;
whether allowing students to feel at ease by calling
teachers by an informal name is inappropriate;
whether nicknaming crosses an unprofessional
boundary. The answer to these questions is
different for everyone you ask. On a final note
from Doc, he tells me, “There is a respect when
kids call me this [Doc]. They’re not busting my
chops, or making fun of me.” It is possible for
students to feel comfortable with their teachers
without disrespecting them. There can be bold
boundaries without silent submission. Being
hospitable and paying homage are not exclusive
from each other.

Exciting Times Ahead for Broadcasting Club
by Peter Paolo ‘19, Associate Editor. Photos by Mr. Sommo ‘03.

Now a staple of homeroom routine, a few students
in the Broadcasting Studio have the awesome task of
directing the daily morning announcements. By no means,
is it an easy task. The Stanner recently sat down with
math teacher and Video Broadcast Club moderator Mr.
Brian Kilmas to discuss the past missteps of the morning
announcements, and what is coming up next for the club.
In the early days of the morning broadcasts, Mr. Klimas
said he anticipated problems with homeroom teachers
having trouble connecting, and just getting into a routine
each morning, but added that they’re doing well now. On
the technical side of things, he said the microphones at the
beginning of the year were giving them some trouble, since
the air-conditioning system was giving off feedback, and
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the broadcasting computer was out of commission for the
first month of the school year. Mr. Klimas added that the
IT department is amazing, and said, “they are great when
they see me frantically come running in the morning,” and
“I can’t thank them enough for all the help.”
But it takes a small army to produce and direct each
episode. With 230 students in the Broadcasting Club
Edmodo group, Mr. Klimas said that a week earlier in
2019 was the first time he had repeats all year. Managing
new recruits each week is a tall task. He said, “repeating
mistakes is really just someone who has never done it
before.” Now, since all the students have been through the
broadcast at least once, he said he really thinks it’s going
to be picking up a lot now. And starting next year, Molloy

will introduce a non-credit class called Video Production
and Broadcast, which will be open to juniors and seniors.
Using the Broadcast Studio, this class will teach students
how to perform each role in the morning broadcast, and
will teach them how to use video editing software to
produce videos promoting Molloy events for the school
community. He said it’s going to make Broadcasting more
official, and provide students with a lot more practice
time. There’s also plans to create a Broadcasting Summer
Camp, just like the current offerings of STEM Camp or
Theater Camp.
From humble beginnings, with a new class and summer
camp on the horizon, things are looking up for the
Broadcasting Club.

Oh, The Places
You’ll Go

by Sydney Bryant ‘19,
Editor-in-Chief

Art by Nathan Papadogiannis ‘19
by Sydney Bryant ‘19, Editor-In-Chief
I can think of no greater
paragon of Molloy than William Kanellopoulos. As President of
National Honor Society, Greek Club and co-President of Model UN,
he is entitled to brag yet remains endearingly humble. As a Peer Group
Leader for Br. James Norton, Billy combines his expertise in expression
with his genuine compassion for others, which is also exhibited by his
work as a peer tutor, freshman and special camps counselor. Fluent in
Spanish and conversational in Greek, linguistic prowess fits into many
other aspects of his life. Lauding the English department for teaching
him many lessons, Billy cites Mr. Sheehan as an inspiration. “Mr. Sheehan performs daily miracles,
capturing the attention of tens of easily distracted, blasé seniors. ‘Reserving judgement is a source
of infinite hope’; I’ll never forget that.” It is well known throughout Molloy that Billy is a talented
public speaker, often speaking to massive crowds as an ambassador for Molloy and representative of
the class of 2019. His most famous speech talked about how his time at Molloy made him a “better
Billy,” where he learned to “...give back, throw the rope, and cheer others on,” and be comfortable in
such a bustling environment. This confidence was also shown in his performances with The Stanner
Players. One of his fondest memories at Molloy was opening night of The Diary of Anne Frank. “It
was a production I was very proud to be a part of, and I was so immensely excited to put on a show
for my family and friends. Playing Otto was unforgettable, and made my junior year special.” With
college decisions coming soon, Billy hopes to study Global Business at Georgetown University,
and is also interested in International Relations, and World Languages and Literatures. His advice
to young Stanners? “You’re allowed to be ‘selfish’, to worry about you and your welfare. It’s okay
to change your mind, to develop new understandings of yourself, to try new things and hate them.
Be the bigger man or woman, always. Take nothing for granted.” A true friend to all those who
know him and a kind stranger to the few who don’t, Billy is leaving Molloy as a “better Billy” and
constantly inspires those around him to be better versions of themselves.
by Peter Paolo ‘19, Associate Editor
Chris Barbera likes
helping people out. Following in his older sister Lauren’s footsteps, he
was a tutor with Br. Pat Hogan in the Harlem Tutoring Program and
volunteered during the summer at the Special Camps at Esopus. He
said, “It was really fun because you get to help less fortunate kids with
homework” and he added that “They’re all really cool and super chill,”
saying Harlem Tutoring was his favorite experience at Molloy. Originally
a member of kitchen crew, Chris got the opportunity to move to a small
group and lead a group of older boys, adding that it was “really fun to
be at Esopus.” Being no stranger to Esopus, Chris said he encourages all Stanners to go to Esopus at
least once, especially if that one time is your Senior Encounter, because he said that it is really a good
weekend. His favorite Molloy moment came at (no surprise) Esopus, when last year on his Junior
Retreat he played his first game of flag. His team won, and Chris said everyone was hyped up after
the win. With college around the corner, Chris said he wants to study engineering; he is thinking
about studying either civil or mechanical. His top two choices are Stevens Institute of Technology
and SUNY Stony Brook. Coming from a strong background in math and science, in particular he
notes Mr. Chong, Ms. Pizzo, and Mr. Attard as his strongest educational influences at Molloy.
by Lauren Klein ‘19, Editor-In-Chief
Alex Celedon’s friends
describe her as “super cool” and “one of the punniest people I
know.” You can see her in the hallways with her extravagant smile and
unflinching enthusiasm. She carries a vibrant energy and is constantly
exerting kindness and a type of authenticity that is rare in high school.
Coming into Molloy Alex didn’t have many expectations. “There was
something about Molloy that just felt right, that gut feeling was telling
me that this school was going to be my home for the next four years.”
If you’ve seen any of the Stanner Player productions in the last three
years, you might’ve seen Alex running on and off stage; if you’ve witnessed the lovely performance
of T
 he Christmas Carol this past winter, Alex was one of the major people running the show! As
the stage manager, Alex shares, “The Stanner Players are honestly unlike any other club. When you
spend hours upon hours per week with the same people, they become your family. My favorite part
about being a stage manager is seeing all the growth that the show undergoes from casting to the
curtain call of the final performance. There’s something really magical about theater that just can’t
be put into words.” A Molloy lesson that has stood out to Alex and has impacted her high school
career is a little quote from sophomore year. Upon reading Robert Frost’s “George Grey,” Mr.
Kelly incited us to “unfurl your sail.” Those words drive Alex. That quote never fails to motivate
her to try something new and take a chance. Living by this motto, Alex stepped out of her comfort
zone and volunteered to emcee Mr. Gambino’s open mics in the past two years. Though scared and
shaky, she found a new confidence and owes that to Mr. Kelly and Mr. Frost. Alex looks forward to
unfurling her sail next fall at Brown University as a Computer Science major. As Alex’s high school
career is coming to a close, she imparts wisdom to underclassmen. She emphasizes the importance
of getting involved in clubs, and the unexplainable experience that is Esopus. And lastly, “Enjoy
your time at Molloy. It goes so much faster than you realize. In just a little while, you guys will be
the ones with top lockers. And then before you know it, you’ll be clearing out those lockers for the
last time. Make the most of your time here. Take as many chances as you can and make as many
memories as you can.”

Right now, it is probably difficult to fathom life after high school;
Molloy is an integral part of our lives. For seniors, however, that surreal
future is swiftly approaching. Since junior year, the reach-target-safety
conversation always seems to pop up, and you’re sadly very familiar with
both the College Board and the Common App. Deadlines have passed
and though some people already have decisions back, for most it’s a
three month stress-inducing wait until decisions.
So, what now? It’s easy to fall into the toxic cycle of obsessively
reading your dream school’s website, comparing yourself to other
applicants and questioning your chances. There’s no way you’ll be
accepted. That persistent mindset is damaging and often untrue.
The phrase “holistic review” is something often heard in admissions
videos but infrequently registered. That one bad quarter you had is
definitely outweighed by your passionate essays about environmental
protection or your dedication to outreach at your local soup kitchen.
Colleges are looking for well-rounded people; you don’t have to
have published biomedical research under your belt to be a strong
candidate. Trust those essays you poured your heart and soul into and
the consistent effort spent at practices or rehearsals. Trust yourself.
In the meantime, do the things you love. Pick up a good book, play
in the Senior-Faculty game. Go on dates, speak at the Poetry Slam,
and hang out with your friends. This is our last semester. College is
our promising future, but Molloy is our fleeting present. Enjoy it!

Seniors wear their college sweatshirts. Photo by Mr. Sommo.

Relieving School Stress
by Kamara Nyahuma ‘21

High school may be some of the best years of your life, but they can
also be some of the most stressful. You can’t let stress prevent you from
achieving your academic goals. It’s not easy to balance maintaining good
grades and participating in extracurricular activities. Between selecting
courses for next school year, studying for the SAT/ACT, and preparing
for college, it seems like there is no time for a social life. In freshman
year, I thought high school was impossible! I was trying to maintain my
grades, join clubs, and learn lacrosse. I was struggling, but thankfully my
dad encouraged me to keep working hard. I ended the school year with
Honors With Distinction. If you have the right mindset and work ethic,
you can achieve your goals in high school.
This is my advice on how to relieve your school stress: 1) As hard as
this sounds, try to avoid procrastinating. The time you spend scrolling
through your Instagram feed could be better used ﬁnishing work or
studying. 2) Whenever you have time to take a nap... TAKE A NAP. The
more well-rested you are, the more productive you’ll be. Sleep is extremely
important, so don’t stay up later than necessary. 3) Don’t put too much
on your plate. Only participate in the amount of activities you can handle.
You should endeavor to give your absolute best in everything you do. For
most people it’s unrealistic to be a member of six clubs and two teams.
While it does look good on college applications, can you manage that and
maintain good grades? If you have too many obligations you will spread
yourself too thin. Making commitments to an unreasonable number of
activities can hurt you in the long run. 4) Don’t stress over a bad grade
because it’s not the end of the world. You can improve your grade. Allow
it to be motivation for you to study harder the next time. 5) Take time
for yourself. Designate some time during the week to put aside all of
your responsibilities. Eat some ice cream, play video games, do a face
mask... just relax! 6) Keep your workspace organized. Working under
time constraints is much easier when you have everything in order.
7) Hand-writing notes and making index cards may help you commit
things to memory. iPads are a wonderful tool, but nothing beats a pen
and paper. Writing things down in a planner is also helpful because you
just can’t remember everything.
I hope these tips are helpful for relieving some of your school stress.
Molloy is here to help us succeed, but we have to do our part. Dr. Martin
Luther King Jr. once said, “Intelligence plus character- that is the true
goal of education.” Be optimistic and have faith in yourself. Your family,
friends, and teachers believe in your abilities. Knock out the last few
months of school. Do your best, not anyone else’s. Always remember,
this is “Not for school, but for life.”
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The Stanner Players Present Once Upon A Mattress This Spring!

by Nikita Persaud ‘21

The Stanner Players are happy to announce their
upcoming spring musical, Once Upon A Mattress.
This spring production will be held on Thursday April
4th at 2:30 PM (students and faculty only), Friday April
5th and Saturday April 6th at 7th PM, and Sunday April 8th
at 2 PM. Once Upon A Mattress (written by Jay Thompson,
Marshall Barer and Dean Fuller) was inspired by the
famous fairy tale, “The Princess and the Pea” by Hans
Christian Andersen. This beloved adaptation has graced
both the stage and screen since 1959. Now the actors
and actresses of Archbishop Molloy High School will
bring the wonderful characters of this story to life!
Once Upon A Mattress tells the story of a 15th century
kingdom ruled by the mute King Sextimus, played by
Anthony Autera ‘19, and overbearing talkative Queen
Aggravain, played by Sarah Quispe ‘19. According to the
law, nobody in the kingdom is allowed to marry until a
true and worthy princess is found for Prince Dauntless,
played by Matthew Ingrao ‘19. This is a problem for Sir
Harry and Lady Larken, played by Ché Negron ‘19 and
Kayla Schaaff ‘22, respectively, so Sir Harry leaves the
kingdom to find a princess. He ends up finding the brassy

young Princess Winnifred, played by Molly McGuinness
‘22, who is loved by the prince and abhorred by the
queen, so she decides to make an impossible test for the
princess to pass, however the King, the Minstrel, played
by Joseph Bruno ‘22, and the Jester, played by Vanessa
Diaz ‘19, attempt to help the princess pass the test and
unite the lovers Winnifred and Prince Dauntless.
According to Ché Negron ‘19, who has performed in
every show since his freshman year, “Rehearsals have been
great so far. Everyone in the cast is very talented and it’s
great getting to work with them. Our new music director,
Ms. Brown, has been a great addition to the Stanner Players
and we are all thrilled that she is a member of our wonderful
Stanner Players family.” Even the director of the show, Ms.
Winters says,“I think rehearsals are going very well. We have
a lot of new students participating in the show which makes
rehearsals very exciting. We only just started a few weeks
ago, but everyone is getting along and working hard.” Ché
and Ms. Winters suggest that our Stanners should come
see the show because, as Ché says “Once Upon a Mattress
has a great story with clever humor, catchy songs, and fun
dances!” Ms. Winters says, “It is a very funny and upbeat

show - it’s not a
traditional fairy
tale!”
Tickets
for this splendid
musical are $5
for students and
$10 for adults.
So come down
to the theater
and show your
Stanner pride
by supporting
your the Stanner
Players
this
spring!
See Ms.
Winters
or email
stannerplayers@gmail.com for more info on
tickets. Follow @stannerplayers on Instagram for
some behind the scenes action.

Joy To The World, Stanner Players Perform The Christmas Carol
by Maggie Kelly ‘22

The Christmas Carol is most definitely a well-known Christmas story.
The classic tale depicts a man named Ebenezer Scrooge along his journey
of recognizing his past mistakes and learning from them to become a
better man. On Christmas Eve night in 18th century London, he is visited
by the ghosts of Christmas Past, Present, and Future. The iconic story is
certainly a challenge for any theater group to take on, but The Stanner
Players (led by Director Ms. Winters) presented it gracefully and with
obvious hard work.
When the play started, the first thing I noticed was the power that
the cast put into their words. Che Negron ‘19, who played Scrooge,
completely embodied his character in his several monologues. If you Photo by Petros Georgiou ‘22
were watching, the language the cast used, along with the costumes, made
you feel as if you were actually in that time period. My favorite scene to
witness was unquestionably the party scene. The scene presents the Ghost
of Christmas Past bringing Scrooge back to a Christmas Party thrown
by his former, and now deceased, boss Jacob Marley (James Galeno ‘20).
The look on the actors and actresses’ faces was pure joy, and not only for
the sake of the play. You could tell how happy they were, and it put the
audience into a joyful holiday mood.
Overall, I thought the production was a success and encourage you
to attend their spring musical Once Upon a Mattress, which runs from
April 4th through 7th. It is sure to be a wonderful time. Finally, I offer my
congratulations to the entire cast and crew of The Christmas Carol, the
Photo by Petros Georgiou ‘22
show was truly brilliant.

Teacher Spotlight: Ms.Winters
A 2006 Molloy graduate, Ms. Shannon Winters has been
an English teacher at Molloy for the past 8 and a half years.
After graduating Molloy in 2006 she continued her education
at Cabrini University. Teaching freshman through juniors,
Ms. Winters is responsible for a variety of English classes,
including English Honors, AP Lit, and more recently Public
Speaking. During her four years as a student at Molloy Ms.
Winters was involved in numerous clubs including the Liturgy
Committee, the Stanner Players, the Sci-Fi and Anime Club
along with being apart of National Honor Society. Currently
Ms. Winters runs the Stanner Players and the Theater Arts and
Improv Club.

At Trip to Paradise

Photo by Petros Georgiou ‘22

by Cayla Kumar ‘20

Ms. Winters’ inspiration for becoming an english teacher
began with her mom who has been a teacher all her life but is
now a principal. Along with her mom Ms. Winters’ inspiration
came from the amazing English teachers she’s had including
Molloy’s own Mr. Sheehan and Ms. Safrey. Her favorite part
about teaching English is the discussions after each book. “I
also love when students bring up things about a book I have
never thought about before because it makes me see the book
in a new light after such a long time.” Every teacher strives
to make a difference in their students’ lives. As a student of
Ms. Winters I can say she strives for students to embrace
themselves whether it’s through literature or their speeches.

by Caroline Ajanaku ‘22
Are you tired? Are you stressed? Are you are searching for
the perfect 10 days in Europe? If you are you’re reading right
section! Get your passports ready! During the Easter break
in 2017, students and faculty chaperones embarked on a ten
day trip through Greece, Southern Italy, and Sicily. This trip,
“Ancient Ruins Tour: Athens to Sicily”, was organized by
Ms. DeNoto through Passports.com, which is known as an
educational adventures group travel company. The students
not only enjoyed their trip, but the learned about various
educational aspects of the places that they visited. In Athens,
many students visited the museums and saw status and
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Photo by Jennifer Marry ‘19

ruins that brought their understanding and vision of Greek
Mythology to life. In Pompeii, students toured around the
ancient city learning about the different aspects that develops
Pompeii such as the individuals, foods, artworks and the
irrigation system. Molloy also offers a wide variety of travel
opportunities to go on such as Esopus, for example, as well
as many others.
These trips are truly life-changing and something you don’t
want to miss in your time at Molloy. If you think you can
learn about this in a book, this experience would be different
and you’d learn way more in person!

by Ryan Curran ‘22 & Caroline Ajanaku ‘22
Picture this. You are at a bus stop, and you’ve waited
for 30 minutes already. You start to get impatient, so
you kindly ask the person in front of you if they know
when the next bus is coming. They don’t respond. You
ask them again, but they still don’t respond. For the third
time, you start to get infuriated and tap them on the

shoulder. You start to yell at them for ignoring you, and
they respond with hand signs. Confused, you walk away.
As you left, did you have any idea that they couldn’t hear?
Well, this is why we came up with an idea of spreading
ASL throughout Molloy by starting an ASL Club. To
clear out all of the confusion, ASL stands for American
Sign Language and is a form of communication that is
used by many people. This language consists of mostly
hand movements. By learning sign language, not only
will you be able to teach people who you know, but also
communicate with people who are deaf. Not only that,
learning ASL could benefit your college applications.
If you are still interested in ASL as you grow up, you
can become an ASL interpreter. By translating the words
of someone speaking into sign language, you are actually
helping those who can’t hear to be able to know about
what’s happening. If you think that doing all of that work

won’t benefit you, go online and see how many people are
now learning a little bit day by day. However, you should
understand that learning ASL could make a deaf person’s
day because they feel like they finally have someone to
communicate to. So, before you procrastinate about your
work, make sure to leave some space to learn something
new! If you are interested and would like to talk to us
about it, you can always email us!
Editor’s Note: In December, The Stanner ran
an Instagram poll asking if students would be
interested in an ASL Club. 83% of voters said yes
while 17% said no. After running the poll, Ms.
Murdocca announced that she had interviewed and
approved a moderator for a new ASL Club. More
information will be coming soon. Congratulations
to Ryan Curran ‘22 for originally proposing the idea!

Top After School Hangout Spots in Briarwood
by Noordeep Kaur ‘20 & Esther Kim ‘20
Have you ever wondered where Stanners hang out
after school? The Stanner recently conducted a poll on
Instagram to find out the top after school hangouts in
Briarwood among Molloy students.
Dunkin’ Donuts: Tied with Alba’s Pizza, Dunkin’
Donuts gained the most points on The Stanner’s
Instagram poll. With a wide variety of donuts and
refreshing beverages, Dunkin’ Donuts has proved to be
one of the top hangout places. Students who crave sweet
desserts after a hard day at school tend to go there to
satisfy their sugary cravings.
Alba’s Pizza: This restaurant offers an extensive
menu of authentic Italian cuisine, such as various types
of pasta and pizzas. Those who were unable to eat well
during their lunch periods may go here to enjoy an
inexpensive light meal.
7 Deli: It has been shown that many students spend
some time after school in the Deli nearby the school.
As one of the least time-consuming spots on this list, it
has been convenient to those who just wanted to quickly
grab a snack. Although it is a typical deli, it is crowded

with students before and after school, proving to be one
of the popular hangout spots.
Subway: Subway, a fast-growing food restaurant
franchise primarily sells submarine sandwiches and
salads. Subway allows customization of sandwiches and
accommodates healthy and vegetable-based diets. As
Subway offers Deals of the Day and Specials, the menu
is very diverse and allows one to affordably eat healthy.
Shake Shack: Shake Shack is a modern day “roadside”
burger stand known for serving classic American burgers,
hot dogs, fries, shakes, and much more. At Shake Shack,
a person can have fresh and simple yet high-quality food
for reasonable prices. This restaurant is a fun and lively
place, great to visit after school! Although it is located in
Forest Hills, students can take the F/E trains for only 3
stops, taking approximately 6 minutes.
Chipotle: Chipotle is a fast-food chain offering
Mexican food. Including design-your-own burritos,
tacos & bowls, Chipotle is popular for its catering, dining
and welcoming atmosphere. Known for its distinctive
interior design Chipotle’s warm atmosphere is perfect

to escape from the cold winter. Located in Forest Hills,
Chipotle is a quick subway ride away.
Hado: A Thai restaurant, Hado is an Asian-fusion
sushi bar that offers a mix of Japanese & Thai dishes.
Not only is the atmosphere very welcoming the staff is
always ready to help you out with any problems. There
are numerous dining options and the prices are very
reasonable as well. A bento box ranges for $10-$15 and
contains a decent amount of meat, rice, sushi, and much
more. Furthermore, Hado isn’t very far from Molloy and
is a five minute walk away. Its address is: 138-40 86th
Ave, Briarwood, NY 11435.
Flagship Diner: Flagship Diner is a family-oriented
restaurant that has been existing for more than 50 years.
Known for its delicious quality food and fresh desserts
at a reasonable price, Flagship Diner offered breakfast,
lunch, and dinner. Open for 24 hours daily, countless
families would dine in and enjoy a brunch. Although,
it was popular in past years, it has since been knocked
down and will be replaced by apartments.

Walking On Eggshells: Lunch Ain’t Always Sunny-Side Up
by Jake Temkin ’20 & James Galeno-Budion ‘20
Lunch periods in high school are seen by most as a
haven from the harsh realities of teenage life and grades.
A period where there’s no work, but simply friends eating
and talking. Although the underclasses may complain that
their “lunch” might as well be considered their breakfast
since they have it so early, they can still agree it’s a time to
relax no matter what time it is.
The problem isn’t when we have lunch or what time we
have lunch, but what we have for lunch. For those who
buy at the cafeteria every day or some days, may not be
too pleased with their options. A few weeks ago, a poll
was conducted on the Molloy Instagram (@molloyhs)
story to address the question: “Do you like the school
lunch?” 58% said “Not a fan”, where 42% said “I like it!”
The next slide asked for specifics about the lunch and
answers ranged from concerns that there weren’t a lot of
vegan or vegetarian options to the fact that if you wanted
to sustain a healthy diet it would burn a larger hole in

your pocket. Obviously, prices are not in the control of
Molloy or in the control of the food company itself:
Culinart Food Group. With the minimum wage of New
York State being $15 dollars, the company must sell at
prices that cover not only the salaries of the workers, but
also the costs of resupplies for every school that Culinart
Food Group provides for.
As far as quality goes, some have commented on the
fact that they find the chicken is sometimes underdone or
the pizza was reheated or that nothing has really changed
over the last four years in terms of variety. Although the
questions vary, the results stay the same: some people
don’t like the school lunch, they think it’s overpriced,
undercooked, and that there’s is an everlasting constant
of terrible options.
Though there are many unpopular options to choose
from when it comes to the food in the cafeteria, some
disagree and say that there are some tasty or better
options. Options like the sandwich bar, the Chinese
food, and the salad bar offer more favored items to

SPIRIT WEEK!
(March 11-15)

Be sure to show your school spirit during Spirit
Week! See the information to the right for a
list of Dress Downs, Activities, Contests, and
Fundraisers you can expect to see!

INTERNATIONAL

FAIR! (March 10th)

Dress Downs

choose from. Many still say that these stations could be
improved. Since many students know these are some of
the better options, the lines are usually very long and take
a lot longer to obtain than other options. While writing
this article, that observation was confirmed when we
waited to get a sandwich and it took about 20 minutes.
Some people decide to not get a sandwich because after
the order sometimes isn’t even placed after 20 minutes.
Still, this can be seen as the “lesser of two evils.”
Thinking back to Molloy’s past, this is not the first
time students have had poor opinions of the school
food. Years ago, the food in the café used to be provided
by a company called FLIK Foods. In its first few years,
this company was known to have good food and many
options to choose from. As the years went on, the
company experienced budget cuts and the food at Molloy
went downhill. Now, with the current company, Culinart,
certain budget issues were resolved. Poor opinions
regarding food seems to be reoccurring, however.

Activities

• Amazing Stanner Race 3/11
• Spirit Games 3/12
• Color Day 3/12
• Yale A Capella Show 3/13
• Celebrity, Character/Meme/
• Zumba 3/14
Decades Day 3/13
• Health/Fitness 3/14
Fundraisers
• Pajama Day 3/15
• Autism Awareness (Frosh)
Friday 3/8 is Heritage Day! • Cardio Health (Sophs)
• Animal Cruelty (Juniors)
Dress in cultural attire.
• Crohn’s Disease (Seniors)
Come to the International
Fair on March 10th!
•

Jocks vs Nerds 3/11

Contests
•
•
•
•
•

Faculty Two Truths
One Lie 3/11 & 3.12
Candy Count 3/13
Faculty Hair Match
3/14 & 3/15
Health/Fitness 3/14
Pajama Day 3/15
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Spider-Man: Into
The Spider-Verse
Movie Review
by Luis Real ‘19

Art by Nathan Papadogiannis ‘19

*SPOILER ALERT!*

A few months ago, a character we haven’t seen yet
portrayed in cinema “thwip”-ed onto the big screen.
This movie is based on the Spider-Verse storyline
from the comics and told from the perspective of
Miles Morales, also known as the “Ultimate SpiderMan.” This was a storyline and character I have been
anticipating to see in cinema for quite a while and it
did not disappoint.
There are so many great things about this movie.
As every good story should have, this movie has great
characters. Each different type of Spider-Man played
off well with each other. I love the friendship between
Miles and Gwen Stacy, but I really felt like the best part
is the mentor-mentee dynamic between Peter Parker
and Miles Morales. We see Miles inspired by Peter’s
actions and he looks up to him as a hero. As well as
Peter wanting to help Miles out to become the hero his
world needs. Among his family, this movie shows that
Miles’ strongest connection is with his uncle. We see
the strong bond between them when Miles goes to his
apartment to escape from the stress of his family and
school and then they go to the subway to paint. It was
also pretty fun to watch him teach Miles how to talk
to girls using the “Hey” technique. So, just like in the
comics, when it was revealed that *Spoiler* his uncle
was working with the enemy as the Prowler it had
such a strong impact for Miles and for the audience.
The other Spider-Verse characters were pretty fun to
watch as well. I didn’t think that we would be seeing
Spider-Ham in a movie, but we have Howard the
Duck making some appearances in the MCU, so why
not? He was fun to watch. I love that they played with
the fact that he’s a ridiculous and cartoony character,
like during the moment when he gave Miles a big
hammer and said, “I want you to have this. It’ll fit in
your pocket.” Spider-Man Noir was also fun to watch.
Nicholas Cage is a good choice of an actor to voice
him. They made him so dramatic and comically grim,
especially during his introduction, but in a fun way.
Peni Parker was actually new to me. I have never heard
of her before this movie, and she was great to watch
as well. She really helped to make it feel like the robot
spider was an actual being.
This movie had a great soundtrack accompanied by
stunning visuals. They made it feel colorful and they
kept this comic book style aesthetic throughout the
whole movie. This added to the visual storytelling of
the movie. My favorite example of this is the scene
when Miles becomes his own Spider-Man. He usually
keeps his shoe untied, but in this scene the little detail
of him tying his shoe shows he’s ready to change who
he is. Then when he’s up a tall building we see his
hands begin to stick. He has been shown to stick when
he’s scared. The camera zooms in on his hands and we
see the glass shatter as he releases for his jump. This

shows that he takes that jump despite being scared.
Then when he’s falling down there’s a wide shot of
him with the camera upside down. Miles is not falling,
he’s rising. To make this scene better it is accompanied
with the song “What’s Up Danger?” which happens to
be my favorite song of the soundtrack.
There are great character moments in this movie.
As previously mentioned the reveal of *Spoiler* his
uncle being the Prowler had a heavy impact. When
his uncle was fighting Spider-Man and found out it
was Miles you can tell he had instant regret. He was
about to kill Miles but after finding out it was him he
decided not to. *Spoiler* that decision cost him his
life. Kingpin killed him and Miles carried him away.
His uncle was a big part of his life and he didn’t leave
him. There was still a part of him in Miles as shown
in the final battle when he fought Kingpin and did the
“Hey” technique on him. Another thing that I found
impactful was when Miles discovers the death of
his universe’s Spider-Man. He felt the responsibility
to become Spider-Man. He bought a costume and
everything. He asked the cashier at the store if he can
return it if I doesn’t fit, to which the cashier said, “It
always fits, eventually.” What made it more impactful
was the cashier who said that was Stan Lee. One thing
that I always loved about Spider-Man is that anyone
could be in the suit. The suit covers completely from
head to toe so anyone could be Spider-Man. Anyone
in the audience could picture themselves under the
mask. Then one other thing from the movie that
I love is when Miles was asking Peter when would
he know that he’s ready to be Spider-Man. Peter’s
response was “You won’t. It’s a leap of faith. That’s
all it is, Miles, a leap of faith.” That is something we
can probably relate to when facing fear or hesitation.
Sometimes we don’t know if it’ll work out, but we
should all take that leap of faith.
I have seen this movie twice in theaters and I loved
it more the second time. This is a movie I can watch
over and over again and not get tired of it. I would say
that this is my favorite Spider-Man movie, and there
are plenty to choose from. This had a lot of SpiderMan references, from comics to shows to movies.
I’m so glad they made a movie of a character I felt
deserves more recognition. Also, another SpiderMan who I feel deserves more appreciation appears
in the end credit scene while recreating a famous
Spider-Man meme. It was fun and entertaining and
just beautifully made. You can tell that this movie
was made with the contribution of people who are
passionate about the source material. I’ll give this a
10/10. I definitely recommend you see this movie.
R.I.P. Stan Lee and Steve Ditko. Thank you for
creating such an iconic and inspiring character.

Welcome, Joss!
You may have noticed a new four legged student
roaming around the halls of Archbishop Molloy. His
name is Joss, a Labrador Retriever. He is being raised
and trained by Mr. Power ‘84 to become a service
dog for Canine Companions for Independence
, a non-profit organization that enhances the lives
of people with disabilities. Each dog from CCI is
raised and trained by a volunteer to eventually be
provided with a quality partnership. A dog like Joss
will be with a volunteer for more than a year and a
half and is then given back to CCI to be put into a
professional training program.
During his time with Mr. Power he will learn
basic commands and be socialized in public and
private settings. Sadly, Joss will only be with us until
August of 2020. Many Stanners have a lot to say
about Joss and how you feel about him. The most
favorited comment was from a freshman. She said,
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Art by Nathan Papadogiannis ‘19

by Danielle DePasquale ‘19
Capricorn (Dec 22 - Jan 19): As the new semester is
well underway, try new things and be open to change
because there’s always a more innovative way to use
your talents.
Aquarius (Jan 20 - Feb 18): Take the time to appreciate
and welcome change. Desires to improve your grades
or get involved in more activities will benefit you.
Pisces (Feb 19 - Mar 20): With compassion being a
core value of yours, continue to look out for others,
but also yourself. Surround yourself with positivity
inside and outside of school.
Aries (Mar 21 - Apr 19): Although patience may
not always be your strong suit, have faith and
determination in yourself, whether it’s academically or
in an extracurricular. Your hard work will soon pay off.
Taurus (Apr 20 - May 20): It may normally take a lot
for you to step out of your comfort zone, but once you
do, ambition and confidence is at its peak. Remember
not to be afraid to participate more in class and voice
your opinion; it has value.
Gemini (May 21 - Jun 20): Although schoolwork,
along with other things in your life may get hectic,
take time to step back and relax. Being able to laugh at
yourself is important when mistakes are made. Realize
you can always improve and learn from obstacles you
may face.
Cancer (Jun 21 - July 22): Treat this second semester
as a way to gain confidence. Introduce yourself to new
peers and become active in class discussion. Growth
comes from new experiences.
Leo (July 23 - Aug 22): If the first semester was not
successful for you, don’t worry. Optimism is in your
future. Struggles with time management and studying
strategies are areas to focus on. If you have done well,
be proud of yourself and keep up the good work.
Virgo (Aug 23 - Sep 22): Any negativity you have
felt this school year is worth leaving in the past. Trust
yourself and prioritize certain aspects in your academic
and social life.
Libra (Sep 23 - Oct 22): Continue to work hard and
showcase your leadership skills. Whether it’s group
work or on a sports team, help out those who may
need advice or guidance. Your help and teamwork can
make the necessary difference.
Scorpio (Oct 23 - Nov 21): Learn to embrace your
past and use it as a tool for the future. Happy memories
with friends and classmates act as motivation for the
future. Any negativity is a reminder of hardship, so it’s
best left behind.
Sagittarius (Nov 22 - Dec 21): Keep up your positive
attitude. Your positivity radiates to peers and teachers.
Set an example for others and be someone who sees
the glass as half full when others may find difficulty.
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“Whenever you see Joss you’re instantly happy
because of how friendly he is towards everyone.”
Let’s help him succeed with his training and
welcome him into the Stanner family!
If you would like to learn more about CCI go to
http://www.cci.org.
Photo by Ms. Sawyer ‘07.
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“Let’s Get Ready to Rumble!”
by Sebastian Germosen ‘20

As the year 2019 rolls on and our third government
shutdown under President Trump proves to be the
longest ever, we have already had news about Democratic
candidates that plan to overthrow Trump in the 2020
election. Trump’s presidency has been criticized by
numerous politicians and many of them plan to end
what many have dubbed the “worst presidency ever”
through an election defeat or impeachment. Some of
these potential candidates include former Vice President
Joe Biden, Massachusetts Senator Elizabeth Warren,
New York Senator Kirsten Gillibrand, New Jersey
Senator Cory Booker, California Senator Kamala Harris,
former San Antonio mayor Julian Castro, Maryland
Representative John Delaney, etc. They all have been
outspoken about their disapproval of Trump and their
plans to get rid of him.
These potential candidates have gained a lot of attention
due to the lack of support that President Trump receives
and have already organized rallies and their staff members
in preparation for the election. Each of these candidates
have been somewhat controversial as they have said or
done something that has caught the attention of the media.
Massachusetts Senator Elizabeth Warren has been the most
outspoken and controversial of all the candidates. due to
her claim of being a “person of color.” This controversy
began when Warren listed herself as Native American in

staff directories, and was worsened when President Trump
mocked her by calling her “Pocahontas.” Warren decided
to take a DNA test to clarify her claim. The test results
say Warren had a Native American ancestor dating back
to six to ten generations. Many questioned if she truly
is Native American, while some ignored it. Warren has
already started to target states that have shown disapproval
towards Trump, such as the state of Iowa. She has already
declared her entry into the election, with a somewhat
“controversial, awkward” video to announce it. Other
strong candidates include former Vice President Joe Biden,
who some say is the best hope for Democrats. Coming
from a very celebrated and supported presidency under
Obama, many believe Biden does potentially have the
best chance. Many also believe California Senator Kamala
Harris also has a chance to “dethrone” Trump due to her
many criticisms of his presidency. She has recently stated
that the U.S. is “absolutely ready” for a woman of color to
be elected President and has announced that she will run
for President. New York Senator Kirsten Gillibrand has
also announced her entry, but could find some opposition
due to her “diss” of Bill Clinton and her call for popular
Senator Al Franken to resign. All of these candidates have
sparked interest in trying to take away the presidency from
Trump and some may have a chance in doing so.

Why America Needs Small Government

Art by Nathan Papadogiannis ‘19. Photos
courtesy of The Associated Press.

by Alexander Gellos ‘20
“The most terrifying words in the English language are: I’m
from the government and I’m here to help.” -Ronald Reagan
The federal government has been far too large for far
too long. It does not appear that this belief is widely held
by the majority of Americans. Our fellow citizens have
been swayed by the seductive promises of the welfare
state. Many have grown accustomed to the belief that
Washington D.C. will care for all our needs; regardless
of constitutionality or whether the federal government
can best manage these issues. These are not the values
that our nation was founded upon. The Constitution
was designed to limit the functions of government
to the absolute minimum. The Founding Fathers did
not envision this nation to be one of collectivism and
absolutism. Rather, they envisioned a nation of liberty
and individualism, a nation whose citizens embraced the
limited role of government.
Whenever you hear someone claim that the intervention
of the federal government is necessary to address a

problem, ask yourself this question - Who knows better
how to manage this issue: you or bureaucrats in Washington
D.C.? The character of this nation is too vibrant and
diverse for the government to address all the problems we
face. The people of Mississippi have different priorities
and needs from the citizens of California. A small business
owner has different concerns from a union member.
Rather than last resort, too often Americans look to the
government as their ﬁrst option. Liberalism has followed
the legacy of the New Deal and the Great Society by
arguing that it is the federal government’s responsibility to
care for its citizens. A far better alternative would be the
insight from family, communities, and local institutions.
This input could then be implemented more efﬁciently
by local government. Ultimately, problems are best
handled by the individual ﬁrst and foremost. We should
allow states, local municipalities, and the free market to
manage the responsibilities that government has failed
to meet. The end result would be less wasteful spending
and corruption. Alternatively, ambitious, entrepreneurial

solutions can be created and implemented. Such is the
American way.
An additional risk; the more powerful a government
becomes; the rights of the individual grow smaller.
If Washington D.C. dictates what someone can and
cannot do; the values enshrined in the Declaration of
Independence and the Constitution will mean nothing.
Further, a result of an all-powerful government would
destroy individual initiative and personal responsibility
in this country. A massive expansion of federal welfare
and entitlement programs would leave people content
to abuse the system, creating a culture of dependency.
The sense of pride and accomplishment when a person
achieves something would be dampened to the detriment
of the individual, and eventually society.
Ask yourself the question: Do you want a bloated, out
of touch federal government to be more involved in your
life?

Uniform Reform, So Students Conform
by Sydney Bryant ‘19, Editor-in-Chief

Close your eyes, and look back to your most recent
phys-ed class. Seniors, think especially hard. The first
image that comes to my mind is everyone chatting in their
floor spots waiting for attendance to start. I see navy and
gray uniforms but, most of my classmates are clad in
other apparel. There are those in their hard earned Molloy
P.E. Champs shirts, and many in a wide array of previous
years’ Walkathon shirts. A few in C.Y.O. gear or assorted
workout apparel and, of course, some in their cherished
colorful Esopus shirts. The rule restricting gym clothes
to the school sanctioned choices was rarely enforced.
This leniency allowed us a bit of stylish individuality in
our otherwise homogeneous day. Those days of salutary
neglect have come to an end, as the uniform enforcement
is now in full swing. In this transitionary period between
clothing companies, students have the option of wearing
either the Lands’ End or Tommy Hilfiger attire. The one
exception to this requirement is the allowance of the
aforementioned Molloy P.E. Champs shirts that are won
during gym class tournaments.
The administration began cracking down on the
formerly casual dress code at the start of the new calendar
year. When asked about this change, Mr. Auer, Assistant
Principal for Student Services responded, “Well, it should

have been enforced the entire year. We’re under contract
with the uniform company. The uniforms must be worn,
so we reminded the students of that. In November, we
told them that once we came back after Christmas break
we would be checking. We gave a two month warning.”
At first there was a lot of student outrage, but that has
seemingly dwindled. Mr. Auer continued, “There were [a
lot of] detentions that first week, but since then it’s only
one or two a class.” One anonymous junior said, “I don’t
really think it will have too much of an effect on my gym
experience. It’s just a pair of clothes that are comfortable
to be in while participating in gym.”
This is a Catholic school and traditionally uniforms
come with the territory. We agreed to certain policies
that this private institution has in place. As the handbook
puts succinctly: “All dress code policies and decisions are
made by the Administration. The Administration is the
final arbiter on all these matters.”
Photos by Mr. Gianpaolo Fabiano during the
official Molloy photoshoot in May 2018.
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Strokes Of Victory: Molloy Swimmers Impress Again
by Alex DeFeo ‘21,

Five months of Tuesday to Friday practices has
come to a close for the Boys and Girls Varsity
Swim Teams. Every single lap and meet was
leading to the CHSAA “A” Championships. “I
had a great time at ‘A’ champs! I swam my best
time and had fun cheering my team on,” states
Bailey Pincus ‘21. “Meets bring our team closer
and we when we heard the announcer call our
name as the winner, all the hard work seemed
worth it!” On January 19, 2019, the Boys Varsity
Swim Team also won 1st place at their CHSAA
“B” Championship! “We were all so shocked and
ecstatic when they announced us as the winners,”
said Stavros Mastrogiannis ‘21. Yet, after two
substantial wins, some Molloy swimmers and
divers can’t help but feel discouraged. Some feel
they aren’t being as acknowledged as other Molloy
sports. The Varsity Girls Swim Team have been
crowned Brooklyn/Queens champions 16 years
in a row, and some members feel they still aren’t
getting the recognition they deserve. Just this
season, sophomore Joseph Brennan ‘21 has made
a NY State qualifying time for the 100 breaststroke
with a time of 1:00.4. Furthermore, diver Lucy
Chen ‘21 won 1st place at seven out of the eight
meets. “Swimming and diving especially don’t get
as much recognition and isn’t taken as serious as
the other Molloy sports,” Lucy Chen ‘21 claimed.
At the Girls CHSAA “A” Championship, Bridget
Montgomery ‘19 broke the school record for the
500 freestyle with a time of 5:16.86. “I am very
proud of myself and the team. It’s was so exciting,
but I’m going to miss this team so much,” Bridget
states. “Although we may not be as acknowledged
as the other sports teams, we have each other.
When I joined the team this school year, I noticed
how supportive everyone was. Our team is diverse
and has a positive atmosphere,” Ashley Panora
‘22 commented. “All of the swim coaching staff
are so proud! Everyone who swam at the Girls
‘A’ Championship swam their best times. The
girls wanted this win and they earned it,” coach
Heather-Wresch commented.
Congratulations to both the Boys and Girls
Varsity Swim and Diving Teams for a stellar
season!

Pictured Above: Varsity boys and girls swimming teams. Art by Nathan Papadogiannis ‘19.

Varsity ‘B’ Players
Break Record....TWICE!

by Andie Ratilla ‘20, Photos by James Loeffel ‘19. Left: Chris Tracy ‘19; Right: Joe Russo ‘20.
Back in 2012, Mikey Rodriguez ‘13, who is currently the
assistant coach of Archbishop Molloy High School’s
Varsity ‘B’ basketball team, had held the original single
game points record scoring 31 points during a Varsity
‘B’ Basketball game. On January 9, 2019, that record was
broken by junior Joe Russo. Russo, averaging 15.2 ppg
and 3.5 rpg this season, surpassed Rodriguez with a score
of 32 points! Molloy’s Varsity ‘B’ team won the game by
a final score of 76-47 against rival, Christ the King High
School. When discovering that he had broken the original
record, Russo exclaimed, “I felt really proud of myself
knowing I was part of history.” His teammates were
ecstatic when Russo had scored his 32nd point, cheering
him on as loud as they ever were before.
Although Russo had first beaten the record, senior Chris
Tracy had set a new record scoring 35 points for the team!
Chris Tracy ‘19, averaging with a 17.2 ppg and 4.8 rpg
this season, broke Russo’s record during the game against
Nazareth High School at home with Molloy’s Varsity ‘B’
team winning the game. The team was excited as ever
for having two of their teammates consecutively break
the original record in less than a month. Tracy said he
felt great knowing that he had beaten such a remarkable
record for something that he’d been working hard for. By
beating the previous record, Tracy was unsure of Russo’s

reaction stating, “When I beat my teammate’s (Russo)
record it was funny because I didn’t know if he’d be mad
or not. So I just ran down the court and he gave me a high
five and just said congrats.” In response to his teammate
breaking his score, Russo commented, “I have to give
Tracy a ton of credit for scoring 35 points. He deserved
it and it was something very special to watch. It’s pretty
cool having two of us scoring 30+ points before in the
same season.”
Congratulations once again to both Joe Russo and
Chris Tracy who both broke the record in less than a
month and making a record in Molloy history!

Winter Sports Results
Girls Varsity Swimming — Brooklyn/Queens Champions & Team Champions.
Boys Varsity Swimming — Novice Champions. Medley Relay Team reached the State Meet.
Senior Kevin Claiborne ‘19 reached the State Meet in the 100 Back and 100 Fly.
Boys State Swimmer Joe Brennan qualified for the State Meet in the 100 Breast Stroke.
Boys Varsity Basketball — Reached the First Round of the City Playoffs.
Boys JV Basketball — Reached the Semi-Finals of the City Playoffs.
Boys Freshman Basketball — Reached the Quarter Finals of the City Playoffs.
Boys Varsity “B” Basketball — Reached the Semi-Finals of the City Playoffs.
Girls Varsity Basketball — Reached the Quarter Finals of the Booklyn/Queens Playoffs.
Girls JV Basketball — Reached the Semi-Finals of the Booklyn/Queens Playoffs.
Varsity Bowling — Finished 2nd in the regular season and reached the City Playoffs.
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Girls Varsity Basketball Senior Day, February 2019.

